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Quantum magnets provide a powerful platform to explore complex quantum many-body phenomena.
One example is triplon excitations, exotic many-body modes emerging from propagating singlet-triplet
transitions. We engineer a minimal quantum magnet from organic molecules and demonstrate the
emergence of dispersive triplon modes in one- and two-dimensional assemblies probed with scanning
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. Our results provide the first demonstration of dispersive triplon
excitations from a real-space measurement.
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Quantum magnets provide a powerful platform to
explore complex quantummany-body phenomena. In parti-
cular, many-body excitations in quantum magnets provide
a playground to engineer emergent excitations only present
in quantum materials [1–3]. Well-known examples are
magnons [4] in ordered magnets and spinons [5,6] in
quantum spin liquid systems. Both spinons and magnons
emerge due to fluctuations of localized magnetic moments,
and are associated with emergent quasiparticles with
S ¼ 1=2 or S ¼ 1 appearing in the material. These two
excitations have remained at the core of quantum magnet-
ism, with a variety of methodologies and experimental
techniques focused on distinguishing these modes in real
experiments [7–10]. Quantum magnets can feature an
additional more subtle type of excitation, emerging even
when the individual building block of the quantum magnet
is S ¼ 0: The triplons.
Triplon excitations emerge from an internal excitation of

each building block of the quantum magnet, going beyond
the picture applicable to spinons and magnons [11–13].
When these internal singlet-triplet transitions in a quantum
magnet become dispersive in the material, triplon modes
emerge (see Fig. 1) [14–16]. Triplons are challenging to
observe in conventional materials where either magnons or
spinons are normally pursued. This stems from the fact that,
for magnetic elements in bulk materials, the energy scales
of singlet-triplet transitions is associated with Hund’s
energy, on the order of eV, and is dramatically larger than
the typical bandwidth of spin fluctuations, on the order of
meV [17]. Molecular systems [18], however, provide
natural magnetic systems with competing ground states,
including singlet-triplet transitions. This intrinsic competi-
tion, in stark contrast to bulk compounds, makes engi-
neered molecular systems natural platforms to explore
triplon excitations.

While triplon excitations have been studied in bulk com-
pounds using, e.g., inelastic neutron scattering [19–23],
they have not been experimentally observed on the atomic
scale. Here, we show that triplon excitations can be pro-
duced in designer quantum systems and be probed in real-
space using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We
achieve this using metal phthalocyanine molecules, where
the spin ground state can be tailored through the nature of
the central metal atom and choice of substrate [24–28].
A recent study found cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPC) on

FIG. 1. Triplon excitations in a molecular spin chain. (a) CoPC
on NbSe2 hosts two unpaired electrons in different molecular
orbital. The molecule has a singlet ground state, in which the
electronic spins are antiparallel. Flipping one of the spins brings
the molecule into the triplet state and creates a triplon. This
fundamental excitation propagates through the chain through
inter-molecular coupling. (b) Calculated triplon spectral function
Aðω; L=2Þ for a molecular chain with L ¼ 20 sites in the middle
of the chain, as a function of the intermolecular coupling Γ.
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NbSe2 to be in a singlet ground state, making it an ideal
choice as a building block for structures with triplon
excitations [28]. By designing both one-dimensional and
two-dimensional molecular arrays, we demonstrate that
dispersive triplons can be measured with inelastic spec-
troscopy. We further show that the dispersion bandwidth of
triplons is strongly correlated with the dimensionality of the
molecular assembly as expected from dispersive many-
body modes. Our results provide a real-space demonstra-
tion of triplon modes in engineered molecular systems,
suggesting this as a potential platform for realizing exotic
many-body phenomena experimentally.
Figure 2 shows low-temperature STM images of CoPC

molecules on the NbSe2 substrate. The sample preparation
is described in detail in the Supplemental Material [29].
Briefly, we sublime CoPc molecules onto a freshly cleaved
NbSe2 substrate under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condi-
tions. Subsequently, the sample is inserted into a low-
temperature STM operating at 4 K housed within the same
UHV setup. All the dI=dV spectra shown here have been
acquired with NbSe2-coated superconducting tip [26].
CoPC on NbSe2 self-assembles into various motifs depend-
ing on the surface coverage. Low coverage samples

yield individual molecules [Fig. 2(a)], while CoPC self-
assembles into molecular chains (b) and islands (c) at higher
coverage. As Wang and co-workers demonstrated recently
[28], the molecule has two distinct adsorption sites on this
surface. Depending on the alignment of the high-symmetry
axes of molecule and substrate, it may display either Yu-
Shiba-Rusinov states, or spin-flip excitations [26–28,37].
Here, we focus exclusively on the latter kind, as our aim is to
engineer novel magnetic phases from an S ¼ 0 ground state.
The spin moments arise from two unpaired electrons
occupying the molecular orbitals of CoPC. The two molecu-
lar orbitals, one located at the center of the molecule and
another located in carbon atoms away from the center.
Molecules in one- and two-dimensional (1D, 2D) assemblies
exclusively display spin-flip excitations.
Figure 2(d) shows a representative conductance spec-

trum acquired above the metal center of an individual
CoPC molecule in blue. Two features dominate the
spectrum: The superconducting gap close to zero bias,
and two sharp steps at higher energy. The superconducting
gap arises from the NbSe2 substrate and is not relevant for
the spin-excitation features discussed here. The steps,
placed symmetrically around the origin, are the character-
istic signature of inelastic spin-flip excitations [28,38,39].
In this case, a tunneling electron with sufficient energy
excites the spin system into the triplet state. The spectra
have been acquired with a NbSe2-coated superconducting
tip [26] to enhance the energy resolution beyond the
thermal limit [24,40]. This also results in a sharp peak at
the edge of the spin-flip excitation steps arising from the
superconducting density of states of the tip. Figure 2(d)
also shows spectra acquired on molecules in chains or
islands (shown in orange and yellow, respectively). These
show a similar steplike feature, which is, however, shifted
to significantly smaller energies while being considerably
broader than on single molecules. The effect becomes more
pronounced as we move from 1D assemblies to 2D islands.
The adsorption sites of CoPC are not commensurate with

the NbSe2 CDW reconstruction [41]. This creates locally
different environments for each molecule, which has been
previously shown to modulate the energies of YSR states of
Fe atoms on NbSe2 [42]. We observe that the location of
the inelastic excitation steps varies by a few mV from one
molecule to the next. These changes are likely due to
adsorption-site driven changes to the molecular orbitals,
affecting the exchange coupling inside each molecule
depending on its surroundings [43,44]. This modulation
in the step energy makes a quantitative analysis of the data
on a molecule-by-molecule basis difficult. We therefore
adopt a statistical approach and search for broader trends in
a large dataset, which is summarized in Fig. 3. The data set
consists of 713 conductance spectra of CoPC on NbSe2,
which we group into three categories depending on the
adsorption geometry: Individual molecules [Fig. 3(a)], 1D
chains [Fig. 3(b)], and 2D islands [Fig. 3(c)].

FIG. 2. CoPC molecules on NbSe2. (a) CoPC adsorbs as
individual molecules at low coverage. Image size 10 × 10 nm2.
Increasing the surface coverage yields molecular islands
(b) and chains (c) self-assembly. Image sizes 12 × 12 nm2 and
20 × 5 nm2, respectively. (d) Conductance spectra acquired above
the center atom of an individual CoPC (blue), a molecule in a
chain (orange), and one in an island (yellow). The steplike features
in the spectra correspond to spin excitations of the molecule by
inelastic tunneling.
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We quantify the changes in the spectra by characterizing
each spectrum by the location of the step and its width, by
fitting them with a Fermi step function mirrored about the
origin [29]. This method reliably extracts the center of the
inelastic step, while the effective temperature of the fit
function encodes all broadening mechanisms present in the
experiment. The results of our analysis are summarized in
Fig. 4. They quantify the trends already evident from the
conductance spectra shown in Fig. 3. Individual molecules
display by far the largest spin excitation gap of all
molecular species. The multipeak distribution is likely
due to interactions with the CDW. The excitation gap is
significantly reduced for molecules in one- and two-
dimensional assemblies [see Fig. 4(a)]. The more close
neighbors surround a molecule, the lower the spin excita-
tion energy becomes.
The position of the inelastic step may be influenced by a

multitude of factors, and, in particular, solely by changes in
the local environment [45–47]. A shift of the step energy
is therefore not related with intermolecular spin-spin
interactions. In addition to the step energy, the width of
the inelastic step, shown in Fig. 4(b) increases when going
from molecules to chains and islands. While individual

molecules generally show values close to the expected
thermal broadening at T ¼ 4.2 K, data from one- and two-
dimensional assemblies yields significantly larger values of
the step width. The effect is more pronounced the more
neighbors surround a given molecule.
Changes in the local adsorption geometry alone cannot

explain this broadening of the inelastic step. Factors like
anisotropy or other environmentally driven changes to the
intramolecular exchange interaction do not affect the width
of an excitation feature. The clear and consistent broad-
ening of the inelastic step observed in our experiment is
direct evidence of new intermolecular interactions and the
formation of spin chains and lattices. The existence of these
new couplings implies that excitations produced at any
point in a structure can traverse it as triplons.
To support our findings, we build a model for spin chains

mimicking the situation in our experiment. CoPC on NbSe2
hosts two magnetic moments in different molecular orbitals
[28]. One of those, labeled K, is located on the center ion,
the second, labeled S, distributed over the outer ligands.
Each site of our spin chain hence consists of a pair of spin
operators K and S interacting through an intramolecular

FIG. 3. Complete dataset used in our analysis. Conductance
spectra acquired above (a) individual molecules, (b) molecules in
chains, (c) molecules in islands, excluding edges. Purple lines are
averages over all measurements in their respective class.

FIG. 4. Step energies and widths. Inelastic step energy (a)
and width (b) extracted by our fitting procedure for individual
molecules (blue), molecules in chains (orange), and islands
(yellow). The spin excitation step moves to lower energy and
broadens as the number of neighbor molecules increases.
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exchange coupling J. The intermolecular exchange cou-
pling Γ is driven by the spatial overlap of molecular orbitals
at adjacent sites. The ligand orbitals will be the primary
sources of intermolecular coupling [see sketch in Fig. 1(a)],
leading to a Hamiltonian of the form

H ¼
X

i

JiSi · Ki þ Γ
X

hi;ji
Si · Sj: ð1Þ

Here, Si and Ki are spin-1=2 operators at lattice site i, Ji
is the intramolecular exchange coupling at site i, Γ the
intermolecular exchange coupling, and the sum hi; ji is
taken over nearest neighbors. The spin-spectral function
of the model Aðω; nÞ ¼ hGSjKz

nδðω −Hþ EGSÞKz
njGSi

accounts for the singlet-triplet transition signaled by the
inelastic step, and in particular is related with the differ-
ential conductance as dI=dVðV; nÞ ∼ R

V
0 AðV 0; nÞdV 0. We

solve the previous model using a tensor-network method
and compute the spectral function with the kernel poly-
nomial methodology [48–50]. Further details of the mod-
eling are given in the Supplemental Material [29].
We simulate our experiment by computing the spin

excitation spectrum at each lattice site and extracting the
width of the resulting step. The distributions of step
energies and widths is directly comparable to our exper-
imental results, and we model the CDW-induced disorder
by introducing random variations of the intramolecular
coupling. In its simplest form, with Ji ¼ J and Γ ¼ 0, the
model produces a singlet-triplet excitation of energy J at
each lattice site. This situation corresponds to an idea-
lized scenario of individual molecules with no disorder.
Keeping Γ ¼ 0, but allowing for randomized variations of
Ji ∈ ½J − ΔJ=2; J þ ΔJ=2�, produces shifts of the excita-
tion energy between different sites as shown in Fig. 5(a).
This stems from the fact that the singlet-triplet splitting is
uniquely determined by the exchange Hund’s coupling.
This configuration [Fig. 5(a)] represents measurements
on individual molecules in our experiment, where the
width of the step remains unaffected by the variations of Ji.
These results indeed reproduce with good accuracy the
situation in our experiment: A broad distribution of exci-
tation energies, but relatively uniform step widths [see
Fig. 4(a)].
We now move on to the case with a finite coupling Γ ≠ 0,

considering first a pristine molecular chain with uniform
Hund’s coupling J [Fig. 5(b)]. In the bulk of the chain, as
shown in Fig. 5(b), the broadening of the step converges to a
fixed value dominated by the intermolecular coupling Γ. The
coupling Γ acts as an effective broadening mechanism and
increases the width of the step. This increased broadening
accounts for the emergence of a triplon band [11]. The
experimentally observed limit in the chains corresponds to a
finite couplingΓ in the presence of small disorder in J, shown
in Fig. 5(c). This limit is directly accounted for by taking
hJii ¼ J and Ji ∈ ½J − ΔJ=2; J þ ΔJ=2�. It is observed that

the broadening of the steps remains, as in the pristine
limit, but now with a slight shift of its onset driven by the
different Ji.
We now evaluate our results using a statistical

approach, considering both isolated molecules, chains
and island as in the experiment. Figure 5(d) shows the
step width obtained in our model in different lattice
geometries. The simulated distributions are in good
agreement with the experimental results: Starting from
a narrow distribution for individual molecules, both the
mean and the spread of values increase in the case of
chains, and even further for islands. The simulations thus
reproduce all essential aspects of our experiment. The
increasing step width is directly related to a finite inter-
molecular spin-spin coupling with a typical value of
Γ ≈ 8 meV. The successive broadening of the inelastic
feature we observe in tunneling spectroscopy is thus direct
evidence of not only triplon formation, but also their
propagation within molecular chains and islands. Arrays
of CoPC on NbSe2 thus form a minimal working example
of a quantum magnet with a characteristic gapped spin
excitation above the ground state. The model described by
Eq. (1) is known to describe the effective spin dynamics of
the Kondo insulators [51–53], tuning the intermolecular

FIG. 5. Results from a spin model. (a)–(c) Simulated dI=dV
curves in the absence of intermolecule coupling (a), and for
coupled one-dimensional chain in the absence of disorder (b), and
with disorder (c). (d) Distribution of the step widths obtained
from our model, given in units of the exchange coupling J. The
multimodal distributions in the 1D and 2D cases arise from the
presence of edge and corner atoms. We took Γ ¼ 0.1J in (b),(c)
[see Eq. (1)] and ΔJ ¼ 0.1J in (a), (c).
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interaction appropriately would enable the study of the
quantum phase transition from the Kondo singlet to ordered
antiferromagnetic phase in these systems.
The hunt for quantum magnets and exotic magnetic

excitations has been mostly focused on magnetic insulators
with complicated material chemistry and crystal structures.
Our experiments show that arrays of metal-organic mole-
cules are efficient platforms to simulate quantum magnets
and study their excitations in a simplified setting. Magnetic
molecules are adaptable model systems in which the
magnetic interactions and ground state can be tuned
through organic chemistry. Our Letter shows that they
can form the building blocks of designer quantum magnets,
offering a pathway to creating, exploring, and ultimately
understanding magnetic excitations in quantum matter.
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